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ABSTRACT 
Simultaneous nonorthogonal congruence transformations for pairs A, B of 2 ~2 
real symmetric matrices which leave the characteristic polynomial of the pencil 
r,A + x,B invariant are studied. 
The congruence transformations and the automorphs of a real symmetric 
matrix are classical subjects. An orthogonal automorph is simultaneously a 
similarity transformation. However, the problem of finding an automorph 
which is not given by an orthogonal congruence, but nevertheless leaves the 
eigenvalues of the matrix unchanged, is rarely raised. 
The problem was suggested to the author in connection with a paper 
by A. A. Albert which deals with the following unpublished theorem of 
Allendoerfer on pencils of real 2 X 2 symmetric matrices. 
THEOREM 1 (Allendoerfer). Let A,, A,, A:, A*, be 2X2 real symmetric 
matrices over the reals, and xl, x2 independent indeteminute.s. Then there 
exists a real orthogonal matrix P such that PA,P’ = AT, PA,P’ = A*, if and 
only if x,A, + xzA, and xlAT + x2A$ have the Sam-e characteristic poly- 
nomial. 
*This work was the subject of a lecture at the Gatlinburg Conference in Oxford, July 1981, 
and was announced in an abstract of the Cincinnati AMS meeting in January 1982. 
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Allendoerfer mentioned that the same theorem does not hold for n x n 
matrices, n > 2, but Albert obtained a correct consequence of the determi- 
nant condition for an arbitrary number of real symmetric matrices of arbitrary 
dimension.’ 
THEOREM 2. Let A, B be real symmetric nonsingular linearly indqen- 
dent 2 x 2 matrices. Then there exists, in general, at most one nonorthogonal 
matrix X such that 
det(xZ + x,A + xzB) = det(xZ + x,XAX’+ x,XBX’) (*I 
identically in x, x1, x2 apart j+om X multiplied on the left by orthogonal 
matrices. 
Proof. It is easy to see that det X = k 1. Since ( * ) involves the character- 
istic polynomials of the two pencils the traces of the matrices themselves must 
coincide. Denote 
It is easy to show that equating the traces leads to the equations 
a11 + am = trace XAX’, 
b,, + b, = trace XBX’, 
(I) 
(2) 
which can be rewritten as 
all + a22 = all( & + &) +2a12(xlrrr2 + x21x22)+a&?2 + G2jy (3) 
b,, + b, = b,,( & + xii) +2b,,(x,rx,, + “21x22)+ &2(x:2 + &de (4) 
Clearly 1, 0, 1 is a solution of (3), (4). This solution leads to orthogonal 
‘H. Shapiro in her 1979 California Institute of Technology thesis rediscovered Allendoerfer’s 
theorem as a side line. Further she made helpful comments to this paper. The present author 
cbnstructed the new result (Theorem 2) in 1964, but gained new insight in 1980 through 
Kaplansky. 
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matrices. Any other solution is obtained by adding a solution of the corre- 
sponding homogeneous system. The latter solution is given by 
apart from a common proportionality factor p. However, the condition 
det X = & 1 implies that this factor is uniquely determined and is in special 
cases 0 or cc. The actual values of xik can then be determined by trigonome 
try. m 
In 1980 Kaplansky suggested a link of Theorem 2 to joint automorphs of 
A, B. 
THEOREM 3 (Kaplansky). The solutions X of Equation ( * ) differ by an 
orthogonal matrix on the left from a joint automorph of A and B. 
Proof. Let U be an orthogonal matrix solution, guaranteed by the 
theorem of Allendoerfer, to Equation ( *). It then follows that 
XAX’ = UAU’, (5) 
XBX’= UBU’; (6) 
hence 
U-%-AX’( U’) - ’ = A, (7) 
u- lXBX’( U’) - ’ = B. (8) 
This proves Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4 (Kaplan&y, Taussky). There exist at most fou7 joint auto- 
nwrphs of A, B. 
Kaplansky related this to the fact that two tonics have at most four 
intersection points. A detailed analysis will now be given by treating auto 
morphs as operators on the space of real 2 X 2 symmetric matrices. 
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Proof (Taussky). Let X = (x+), Y = (yik) be joint automorphs on A, B, 
i.e. 
XAX’= A, XBX’= B, 
YAY’= A, YBY’= B, (9) 
where X,Y are assumed nonsingular. In [4, 51 it is shown that (9) can be 
interpreted as coming from two linear operators %, 3 so that 
a11 a11 
% al2 = 
i ii i 
a12 , 
a22 a22 
and likewise for B and for the operator 9. Denote the eigenvalues of X by Zi, 
t2 and their eigenvectors by xi = (Xi, h2)‘, x2 = (pi, 1~1~)‘. The following facts 
then hold: 
(A) The eigenvalues of % are <f, [i, 5it2. 
(B) % has linear elementary divisors if and only if X does. 
(C) Among the eigenvectors of % are xix; + x&. 
By assumption % has two eigenvectors A, B corresponding to the same 
eigenvalue 1. It follows from (A) and det X = f 1 that the eigenvalues of X 
are + 1 or - 1 and (from the fact that % has at least two eigenvectors with 
respect to 1) that X must have at least two eigenvectors. (For a general 
automorph the eigenvalues can be irrational numbers and 1 1 
i 1 0 1 
canbean 
automorph.) From (B) it follows that X either is f I or is similar to a matrix 
with eigenvalues (say) 5i = + 1, E2 = - 1; hence det X = - 1. It is this latter 
case that will be studied now. 
In view of (C), the following matrices are eigenvectors of %: 
These matrices are singular. However, they are the only singular matrices in 
the pencil uA + bB, a, b reals. For det(uA + bB) = 0 implies det((a/b)A + 
B) = 0 for b * 0. This leads to a quadratic equation for a/b. 
If we then study another automorph Y and its corresponding operator 9, 
this same pair must turn up under suitable normalization of the eigenvectors. 
This implies that X and Y have the same eigenvectors as well, and hence can 
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be transformed to diagonal forms 
( +1 1 ( -1 -1 ’ +1 1 
simultaneously. This implies Y = * X. ??
The following alternative derivation of this result, again based on the 
operator approach, was obtained by R. Guralnick. The automorphisms X form 
a group, with Z as unit element. All others have been shown to satisfy X2 = 1. 
Hence the group of automorphs is elementary abelian and can be transformed 
to diagonal forms simultaneously by similarity. Unless this diagonal is + I, it 
must be 
(’ -1) Or (-’ 1). 
Hence Y = f X. 
Some special cases for X * + Z will now be studied explicitly: 
I. xii = 0 for i = 1 or 2. This implies xkk = 0, i * k, for traceX = 0. 
Hence 
0 x= l/a 0” - ( 1 
This cannot be an automorph unless a = f 1, and if it is an automorph, then 
a,, = aas, b,, = b,. 
II. xi2 = 0 (OT x21 = 0), but x21 * 0 (or xl2 * 0). In this case xii = 1, 
XB= - 1 is possible, or xii = - 1, xz = 1. Then inspection shows that 
x2i = 2a,,/u,, is possible, unless a,, = ui2 = 0. In the latter case A and B 
would not be linearly independent. Otherwise x2i is determined uniquely. 
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